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This is Virgin Islands HipHop/Rap At its best,its consider a hood classic,Its Rap With A lil Bit Of Island

Gramma In The Mix,A Fresh New Sound,Krazy Lyrics And Strong Production, Gauranteed To Make u

Pop Off And Scream Hoodlum Kartel. 17 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, WORLD: Island Details:

Dennis Knight aka Dennis DI Mennis was born on the Island of St.Croix U.S.Virgin Islands. He is a local

rap artist on St.Croix, Dennis insiperrator in rapping, and making beats was his older brother Omari aka

Oldman who pass away in 96, Dennis, and his two brothers started rapping as a hobby, and became

serious with it in 2003, and decided to pick up where he left off. Dennis began pursuing his career in New

York, working with Dun Deal Muzik an independent label in upstate New York but it was not working out

the way he expected it. Therefore, Dennis and his brothers Jun-Jun  Drama Bwoy decided to form there

own Group, Company  Record Label call Hoodlum Kartel Records in 2004. The Brothers was supposed

to release a group album that same year but one of the brothers by the name of Aaron Knight aka Drama

Bwoy violated his parole. Therefore, they decided to release Dennis solo project, which is bound to be an

independent success, and a start for the other project on its way. Dennis has two songs off the album,

which created a big buzz in the Virgin Islands. "Hold Me Down"  "I Don't Want U Back" was on the top 5

@ 5 count down on Isle 95 F.M and even been on the Number One spot for several weeks, and also

getting massive spins on 105 jamz over in St. Thomas . with Features from his label mates JunJun,

Ossie, Drama-bwoy, and Shamal it's consider a Hood Classic, and best rap album out in the Virgin Island,

Hoodlum Kartel Records.
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